06.23.2022 | www.Wagyu365.com

346.803.6050 | sales@akaushigenetics.com
PO Box 291, Flatonio, TX 78941

Built with the ﬁnest
foundation genetics possible!

WAGYU365
TEAM
RANDALL O. RATLIFF

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
615.330.2735 | Randy@wagyu365.com

KILEY MCKINNA

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
402.350.3447 | Kiley@wagyu365.com

P.J. BUDLER

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
682.597.0380 | PJ@wagyu365

Dear Akaushi Enthusiasts,
It is an honor to be working closely with Mr. Bill Fisher, owner of Legendary Akaushi in the marketing of some of his finest genetics he has ever created. The genetics you find throughout this sale
catalog are from the heart of the LAG herd and we are proud to showcase them to the public in this
online sales event.
The LAG program was built with only the “older foundation genetics” and has continued to excel
in the creation of the very finest that the breed has to offer. This sale offering features the new and
fresh genetics packages from the heart of the LAG embryo transplant program, semen from their elite
and proven sires and an array of open, breds and cow calf pairs.
If there are any questions in the sale, such as the genetics, transportation, insurance or any other
topic we welcome your call.

ABBY LANE

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
919.618.8098 | Abby@wagyu365.com

AMY SHAW

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
214.554.8223 | Amy@wagyu365.com

Sincerely,
Randall O. Ratliff
Wagyu365 Team Member

CONNECT WITH US
FOLLOW WAGYU365 ON SOCIAL MEDIA ~
#Wagyumarketingatitsfinest
#24/7/365Wagyu
#alldayeverydaywagyu
@Wagyu365
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SALE DETAILS
SALE DATE, TIME & LOCATION ...
Thursday, June 23, 2022
4:00 - 7:00 p.m. CDT
Selling online at www.Wagyu365.com

TERMS & CONDITIONS

WAGYU365 TEAM ...
Randall O. Ratliff
Kiley McKinna
PJ Budler

615.330.2735
402.350.3447
682.597.0380

randy@wagyu365.com
kiley@wagyu365.com
pj@wagyu365.com

EMBRYO GUARANTEE ...

LIVESTOCK MORTALITY INSURANCE ...

Any embryos sold as stated and are not guaranteed on conception.

Any representative of the Wagyu365 team can assist any buyer with insurance regarding their purchases.

REGISTRATIONS, TRANSFERS & EMBRYO TRANSFERS ...

HEALTH PAPERS ...

As soon as the cattle are paid for, the cattle sold will be transferred (registrations) to the new owners through
the offices of the American Akaushi Association. The fee is paid for by the seller.

All live cattle sold will be accompanied by an appropriate health paper for immediate shipment. Additional
health testing may be required from some locations.

PAYMENT ...

GENETIC CONDITIONS ...

All lots must be paid for immediately following the conclusion of the Legendary Akaushi Genetics Online
Sale, unless prior payment arrangements have been made with any representative of Wagyu365. Buyers are
welcome to pay by credit card. If so, you will be charged a 3% fee on the total sum of your purchase.

Log onto www.Akaushi.com and go to the animal search and results of the genetic testing will be found on
the lot selling.

DELIVERY ...
Buyers are responsible for any shipping cost pertaining to embryo purchases and transportation of the live
cattle. Waygu365 buyers and Legendary Akaushi Genetics will work together to make this the easiest and
most efficient process possible.

MANAGEMENT ...
Auction money and proceeds will be conducted under
Randall O. Ratliff, DBA R & R Marketing, P.O. Box 60097, Nashville, TN 37206
Bond # 7901027402 (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Grain Inspection, Packers and Stockyards Administration Packers & Stockyards Program)
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LAG 2152F

TWO IVF EMBRYOS

1A
HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU

WSI Umemaru

LAG Mr Honjo Masamune 1099

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
RED EMPEEROR
KAEDEMARU
SHIGEMARU
AIKIO

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects many
conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by many to be the top Akaushi
sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom available. He has a grandiose reputation
LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE
outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of many show champions and most of the top bulls in
DAM: LAG 2152F
circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined with a top Legendary ET Cow.
HEARTBRAND NIKKI DR S1029P
This lot’s dam is sired by LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE. Honjo brings well know and proven calving ease, growth, and the carcass traits that he
inherited from his sire Red Emperor and dam Kaedemaru.
But who is Honjo? Honjo’s story is interesting…When his dam Kaedemaru was 19 and after numerous failed attempts, an Oocyte was successfully collected and fertilized, the resultant birth being Honjo. He became the final calf ever to be
produced by Kaedemaru, and he is the half-brother to both Umemaru and Kaedemaru #2. All three have now crossed the rainbow bridge, the boys succumb to injuries and Kaedemaru #2 to old age…However when it comes to genetic preservation,
Honjo, will likely be the last man standing. For experimental purposes we bred many of the same cows to Umemaru, Honjo and Kotsukari, Honjo has never disappointed us and we have a good collection of his daughters in our herd.
Beyond the Kaedemaru background, these embryos just keep getting better… the dam of LAG 2152F is a daughter of one of the famous Heartbrand Cows, HB Nikki. She is bred Shigemaru to Nikki (The same as the famous bull Heartbrand
Red Star) and she has had a prolific carreer that keeps getting better and continues to this day. We have confirmed pregnancies to her sired by Umemaru and others developing at this time and we look forward to their birth later in the year.
We’ve been blessed to work with some truly outstanding cows, and if there were a hall of fame for Akaushi cows Nikki would be in it… she’s been bred to Umemaru, Honjo, Rueshaw, Big Al, Tamamaru and others, has produced natural calves
and ET calves, her legacy is hard wired into our herd … you should consider wiring yours too!
SIRE:

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

1B
WSI UMEMARU
SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D
KAEDEMARU 2

HIKARI
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
RED EMPEEROR
KAEDEMARU
SHIGEMARU
AIKIO

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
These embryos are sired by another elite Kaedemaru grandson, SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D (i.e. The Big Unit)! He was the Grand Champion of the
Houston Livestock show in 2017 & 2018, The Grand Champion of the National Western in 2018, and he also won the prestigious PJ Budler Sponsored
Word Championship in 2018. He is all bull all the time, and at 2400lbs stands guard over some of the best Akaushi females in our entire herd.
LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE
DAM: LAG 2152F
From a conformation basis, he is superior in form to his sire WSI Umemaru who is known as one of the best marbling Akaushi sires ever produced in
HEARTBRAND NIKKI DR S1029P
North America. Mr. Hiromitsu’s dam is Kaedemaru #2, a Tamamaru daughter of Kaedemaru. Kaedemaru #2 is a transcendent cow and another hall of
famer. Today, in our herd, we have many daughters produced by her, they are sired by Big Al, Kotsukari, Umemaru, Heart Brand Red Emperor, Honjo
and we have sold calves sired by HB 518, Shigemaru and Rueshaw to other breeders.
Recently one of her Shigemaru sons sold for $20,000, and all of her female calves have sold for excess of $15,000. Kaedemaru #2 is an amazing cow and clearly one of our top. We have a video of her on YouTube, at 15 she still looked like a
show cow. Check her out. As for Mr Hiromitsu he is elite, his EPD’s for Weaning Weight, Yearling Weight, and Marbling are near the top, he’s an established show winner and his absolute presence say it all.
This lot’s dam is sired by LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE. Honjo brings well know and proven calving ease, growth, and the carcass traits that he inherited from his sire Red Emperor and dam Kaedemaru.
But who is Honjo? Honjo’s story is interesting…When his dam Kaedemaru was 19 and after numerous failed attempts, an Oocyte was successfully collected and fertilized, the resultant birth being Honjo. He became the final calf ever to be
produced by Kaedemaru, and he is the half-brother to both Umemaru and Kaedemaru #2. All three have now crossed the rainbow bridge, the boys succumb to injuries and Kaedemaru #2 to old age…However when it comes to genetic preservation,
Honjo, will likely be the last man standing. For experimental purposes we bred many of the same cows to Umemaru, Honjo and Kotsukari, Honjo has never disappointed us and we have a good collection of his daughters in our herd.
Beyond the Kaedemaru background, these embryos just keep getting better… the dam of LAG 2152F is a daughter of one of the famous Heartbrand Cows, HB Nikki. She is bred Shigemaru to Nikki (The same as the famous bull Heartbrand
Red Star) and she has had a prolific carreer that keeps getting better and continues to this day. We have confirmed pregnancies to her sired by Umemaru and others developing at this time and we look forward to their birth later in the year.
We’ve been blessed to work with some truly outstanding cows, and if there were a hall of fame for Akaushi cows Nikki would be in it… she’s been bred to Umemaru, Honjo, Rueshaw, Big Al, Tamamaru and others, has produced natural calves
and ET calves, her legacy is hard wired into our herd… you should consider wiring yours too!
SIRE:
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LAG 2119F

WSI Umemaru

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

2A
SIRE:

DAM:

HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU
RUESHAW 430
LAG 2119F
HEARTBRAND NIKKI DR S1029P

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
SHIGEMARU
AKIKO

RED EMPEROR
LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE 1099
KAEDEMARUY

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects many conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by
many to be the top Akaushi sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom
available. He has a grandiose reputation outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of
many show champions and most of the top bulls in circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined
with a top Legendary ET Cow.
The dam of these is a rare Rueshaw daughter is none other than Heartbrand Nikki! We wanted a lot of Rueshaw sired cows in our herd.
But we didn’t want any genetics from the Akaushi bull Judo bred into them. We took a top collection of clean double original import cows
and flushed them to Rueshaw, we produced 32 calves and retained an ample supply of foundation styed Rueshaw breeding’s for the future.
We’ve spent as much time as we could observing these cows and published videos describing their conformation on YouTube. They have
nice bags, strong lines, good maternal instincts, good lions, long neck and feminine head pieces… These cows embody Nikki, and we think
that translates into a long lived, fully functional, fertile all-around good mothering great cows.
Nikki has been a prolific donor dam having produced 99 registered progenies, time will tell about 2119’s final output, but she’s one
special Nikki Daughter. Accordingly, this is not a speculative breeding, this is something you want in your herd and something you can
build on. This is your opportunity to invest in genetics from one of Rueshaw’s top daughters, don’t miss out on it.

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

2B

LAG Mr Honjo Masamune 1099

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

BIG AL
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMAKI NI
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
SHIGEMARU
AKIKO

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
This lot’s dam is sired by LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE. Honjo brings well know and proven calving ease, growth, and
the carcass traits that he inherited from his sire Red Emperor and dam Kaedemaru.
But who is Honjo? Honjo’s story is interesting…When his dam Kaedemaru was 19 and after numerous failed attempts, an
RUESHAW 430
DAM: LAG 2119F
Oocyte was successfully collected and fertilized, the resultant birth being Honjo. He became the final calf ever to be produced
HEARTBRAND NIKKI DR S1029P
by Kaedemaru, and he is the half-brother to both Umemaru and Kaedemaru #2. All three have now crossed the rainbow bridge,
the boys succumb to injuries and Kaedemaru #2 to old age…However when it comes to genetic preservation, Honjo, will likely
be the last man standing. For experimental purposes we bred many of the same cows to Umemaru, Honjo and Kotsukari,
Honjo has never disappointed us and we have a good collection of his daughters in our herd.
The dam of these is a rare Rueshaw daughter is none other than Heartbrand Nikki! We wanted a lot of Rueshaw sired cows in our herd. But we didn’t want any genetics from the Akaushi bull Judo bred into
them. We took a top collection of clean double original import cows and flushed them to Rueshaw, we produced 32 calves and retained an ample supply of foundation styed Rueshaw breeding’s for the future. We’ve
spent as much time as we could observing these cows and published videos describing their conformation on YouTube. They have nice bags, strong lines, good maternal instincts, good lions, long neck and feminine
head pieces… These cows embody Nikki, and we think that translates into a long lived, fully functional, fertile all-around good mothering great cows.
Nikki has been a prolific donor dam having produced 99 registered progenies, time will tell about 2119’s final output, but she’s one special Nikki Daughter. Accordingly, this is not a speculative breeding, this is
something you want in your herd and something you can build on. This is your opportunity to invest in genetics from one of Rueshaw’s top daughters, don’t miss out on it.
SIRE:
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WSI Umemaru

HeartBrand 3119A

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

3A
HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU

HeartBrand BB1815P

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
BIG AL
FUYUKO

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects
many conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by many to be the
top Akaushi sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom available. He has a
RUESHAW 430
grandiose reputation outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of many show champions and
DAM: HEARTBRAND 3119A
most of the top bulls in circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined with a top Legendary ET Cow.
HEARTBRAND B1815P
Blast off for marbling, and the conformation is pretty good too!!! Rueshaw to 1815, this is a Legendary only, a Big Al to Fuyuko cow enhanced
with Rueshaw making it a combination of Dai 10 Mitsumaru / Dai 3 Mitsumaru and Rueshaw like no other. Many of the Rueshaw 1815 calves
made their way to the protein division, and the results were very good. The muscle, the fat, the marbling and clearly a breeding so eye opening that
it impacted our breeding program.
3119A and her sister live in a different carcass realm and our initial breeding’s with these girls were only to big Al and Hikari, we wanted to insure top carcass production. Reaching out and using Umemaru is about taking a significant physical
specimen with know carcass enhancing characteristics and breeding him to a similarly bred female. We have high expectation.
Acquire embryos from one of Rueshaw’s most unique daughter’s bred to a transcendent sire now. 3119A is backed by Big Al’s dam Akiko which contributes further to her balance of carcass traits, growth, and maternal traits! This is a stack
original import all in one breeding but organized in a simplified fashion. Rueshaw, Big Al, Fuyuko, Hikari and Kaedemaru.. You have a Dai 10 Mitusmaru / Dai 3 Mitsumaru (High Mitsutake) Rueshaw marbler!
SIRE:

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

3B
TAMAMARU
HEARTBRAND T0035L
HEARTBRAND B0951J

DAI-GO 5 TAMANAMI TOKKYU 96
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
BIG AL
HEARTBRAND HIMAWARI 245
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
BIG AL
FUYUKO

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
This lot is sired by Heartbrand T0035L, a Tamamaru son out of a Big Al x Himawari! His pedigree is impressive stacking the growth and
stature of Tamamaru on top of the proven carcass and maternals of Big Al and Himawari. He is slightly line bred to Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76
being the sire of Big Al and Himawari
RUESHAW 430
So why this T0035L bull, you’ve probably never heard of him and why breed him to such a prestigious cow. How about it’s simply a LegDAM: HEARTBRAND 3119A
endary thing!!! So, in keeping with our Dai 10 Mitsumaru and Dai 3 Mitsumaru combinations and dropping in some Rueshaw, this fits the
HEARTBRAND B1815P
bill. Additionally, the 950J series of Heartbrand cows Big Al to Himaware were upper echelon performers. T0035l is a generously proportioned
bull and he is sired by Tamamaru. The Dam of Tamamaru is Dai 8 Marumani who sired by Dai 3 Mitsumaru, this allows us to mix the
Fuyuko in the dam with the Dai 8 Marumani in the sire and we are able to introduce a significant contribution from Dai 3 Mitsumaru.
The T0035l X 3119A breeding is simply using the right bull with the right cows in the right place and not getting caught up in the popular sire syndrome. We expect the prodigy from this mating to be of upper moderate size and be capable
of producing some of the top carcasses in the breed. We have confidence in this breeding and think you should too…
The bottom side of this embryo lot is elite carcass traits genetics in HeartBrand 3119A, a Rueshaw daughter! Rueshaw semen is extremely rare and if found regularly sells for $4,000+ per straw! Acquire embryos from one of his best daughters
now. She is backed by a Big Al dam contributing further balance of carcass traits, growth, and maternal traits! This is stacked on the original import Fuyuko. This cow family has produced elite proven sires such as Heartbrand Joe & Terminator.
SIRE:
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HeartBrand 3117A

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

4A
HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU

WSI Umemaru

HeartBrand BB1815P

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
BIG AL
FUYUKO

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects
many conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by many to be
the top Akaushi sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom available. He
RUESHAW 430
has a grandiose reputation outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of many show champions
DAM: HEARTBRAND 3117A
and most of the top bulls in circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined with a top Legendary ET
HEARTBRAND B1815P
Cow.
Blast off for marbling, and the conformation is pretty good too!!! Rueshaw to 1815, this is a Legendary only, a Big Al to Fuyuko cow enhanced
with Rueshaw making it a combination of Dai 10 Mitsumaru / Dai 3 Mitsumaru and Rueshaw like no other. Many of the Rueshaw 1815 calves
made their way to the protein division, and the results were very good. The muscle, the fat, the marbling and clearly a breeding so eye opening
that it impacted our breeding program.
3117A and her sister live in a different carcass realm and our initial breeding’s with these girls were only to big Al and Hikari, we wanted to insure top carcass production. Reaching out and using Umemaru is about taking a significant physical
specimen with know carcass enhancing characteristics and breeding him to a similarly bred female. We have high expectation.
Acquire embryos from one of Rueshaw’s most unique daughter’s bred to a transcendent sire now. 3117A is backed by Big Al’s dam Akiko which contributes further to her balance of carcass traits, growth, and maternal traits! This is a stack
original import all in one breeding but organized in a simplified fashion. Rueshaw, Big Al, Fuyuko, Hikari and Kaedemaru.. You have a Dai 10 Mitusmaru / Dai 3 Mitsumaru (High Mitsutake) Rueshaw marbler!
SIRE:

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

4B
TAMAMARU
HEARTBRAND T0035L
HEARTBRAND B0951J

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

DAI-GO 5 TAMANAMI TOKKYU 96
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
BIG AL
HEARTBRAND HIMAWARI 245
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
BIG AL
FUYUKO

Located at Trans Ova Genetics, Bryan TX
This lot is sired by Heartbrand T0035L, a Tamamaru son out of a Big Al x Himawari! His pedigree is impressive stacking the growth and
stature of Tamamaru on top of the proven carcass and maternals of Big Al and Himawari. He is slightly line bred to Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76 being
the sire of Big Al and Himawari
RUESHAW 430
So why this T0035L bull, you’ve probably never heard of him and why breed him to such a prestigious cow. How about it’s simply a Legendary
DAM: HEARTBRAND 3117A
thing!!! So, in keeping with our Dai 10 Mitsumaru and Dai 3 Mitsumaru combinations and dropping in some Rueshaw, this fits the bill. AddiHEARTBRAND B1815P
tionally, the 950J series of Heartbrand cows Big Al to Himaware were upper echelon performers. T0035l is a generously proportioned bull and
he is sired by Tamamaru. The Dam of Tamamaru is Dai 8 Marumani who sired by Dai 3 Mitsumaru, this allows us to mix the Fuyuko in the
dam with the Dai 8 Marumani in the sire and we are able to introduce a significant contribution from Dai 3 Mitsumaru.
The T0035l X 3117A breeding is simply using the right bull with the right cows in the right place and not getting caught up in the popular sire syndrome. We expect the prodigy from this mating to be of upper moderate size and be capable
of producing some of the top carcasses in the breed. We have confidence in this breeding and think you should too.
SIRE:
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HeartBrand Buckcherry S2421R

LAG 2151F
SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

5
SIRE:

DAM:

– PAGE 10

WSI UMEMARU
SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D
KAEDEMARU 2

HIKARI
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
RUESHAW 430
RUEMEI H39
LAG 2151F
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
HEARTBRAND BUCKCHERRY S2421R DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
HEARTBRAND AU346G

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

Located atTrans Ova Genetics, Bryan, TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects many conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by
many to be the top Akaushi sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom
available. He has a grandiose reputation outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of
many show champions and most of the top bulls in circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined
with a top Legendary ET Cow.
The dam here is another fantastic Rueshaw daughter. Rueshaw semen is extremely rare and if found regularly sells for $4,000+ per straw!
Take this opportunity to acquire embryos from one of his best daughters now! She is a daughter of the famous Heartbrand Buckcherry
cow, who in turn is one of the most prolific bull dams in the Akaushi breed! Producing proven brothers to LAG 2151F including Captain
Ron, KC Bones, Judo Rocks, and Hercules! This is a once in a lifetime chance to get into the Buckcherry maternal line!

WSI Umemaru

LAG 2036E

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

6A

LAG Mr Honjo Masamune 1099

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
DAI-JO MITSUMARO KO 76
AKIKO
RUESHAW 430
AKIKO

Located atTrans Ova Genetics, Bryan, TX
Sired by WSI Umemaru, this Hikari son is born out of the original import cow Kaedemaru. Umemaru is a transformational sire, he corrects
many conformation inadequacies, has sired many show champions, improves carcass texture and composition and is considered by many to be
the top Akaushi sire ever born in North America! His semen has become very rare, currently sells for $4000/straw and is seldom available. He
BIG AL
has a grandiose reputation outside of the American Akaushi Association where he is known for being the sire or grandsire of many show champions
DAM: LAG 2036E
and most of the top bulls in circulation today. This is a rare opportunity to acquire his genetics and they are combined with a top Legendary ET
HEARTBRAND Z1118P
Cow.
The dam of the embryos is LAG 2036E, she is a Big Al daughter who brings additional Dai 10 Mitsumaru and Namimaru influence to the
table. Her pedigree wraps around to the great bull Mitsutake and through Dai 2 Shigenami to purposefully bring mass and marbling to levels
that may not be attainable today. Enter the Z cow…The “Z” cow is truly an enigma and we have searched long and hard to determine the genesis of her breeding, alas we have failed. Accordingly, thank you to whomever AIed Akiko to Rueshaw!
Z on her own is a one-of-a-kind breeding that screams marbling. We used the Z cow to create the bull Primetime, 2036’s sisters, 2158 the 2020 World championship winner and others in our double Akiko breeding experiment. We will continue
to reap the benefits of this world class stack of genetics from Big Al x Rueshaw x Akiko for years to come and hope you’ll join along. These embryos feature the best-known carcass traits sires and dams in the Akaushi breed, don’t miss out on them!
SIRE:

HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU

THREE IVF EMBRYOS

6B
RED EMPEROR
LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE 1099
KAEDEMARU

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI | GRADE 1 | DOMESTIC ONLY

BIG AL
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
DAI-JO MITSUMARO KO 76
AKIKO
RUESHAW 430
AKIKO

Located atTrans Ova Genetics, Bryan, TX
This lot’s dam is sired by LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE. Honjo brings well know and proven calving ease, growth, and the
carcass traits that he inherited from his sire Red Emperor and dam Kaedemaru.
But who is Honjo? Honjo’s story is interesting…When his dam Kaedemaru was 19 and after numerous failed attempts, an
BIG AL
LAG 2036E
Oocyte was successfully collected and fertilized, the resultant birth being Honjo. He became the final calf ever to be produced by
HEARTBRAND Z1118P
DAM:
Kaedemaru, and he is the half-brother to both Umemaru and Kaedemaru #2. All three have now crossed the rainbow bridge, the
boys succumb to injuries and Kaedemaru #2 to old age…However when it comes to genetic preservation, Honjo, will likely be
the last man standing. For experimental purposes we bred many of the same cows to Umemaru, Honjo and Kotsukari, Honjo has
never disappointed us and we have a good collection of his daughters in our herd.
The dam of the embryos is LAG 2036E, she is a Big Al daughter who brings additional Dai 10 Mitsumaru and Namimaru influence to the table. Her pedigree wraps around to the great bull Mitsutake and through Dai
2 Shigenami to purposefully bring mass and marbling to levels that may not be attainable today. Enter the Z cow…The “Z” cow is truly an enigma and we have searched long and hard to determine the genesis of her
breeding, alas we have failed. Accordingly, thank you to whomever AIed Akiko to Rueshaw! Z on her own is a one-of-a-kind breeding that screams marbling. We used the Z cow to create the bull Primetime, 2036’s sisters,
2158 the 2020 World championship winner and others in our double Akiko breeding experiment. We will continue to reap the benefits of this world class stack of genetics from Big Al x Rueshaw x Akiko for years to come
and hope you’ll join along. These embryos feature the best-known carcass traits sires and dams in the Akaushi breed, don’t miss out on them!
SIRE:
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LAG Primetime 2040E

LAG PRIMETIME 2040E ET

7
SIRE:

DAM:

– PAGE 12

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
BIG AL
AKIKO
RUESHAW 430
HEARTBRAND Z1118P
AKIKO

DAI-NI 1 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 22
GODAI KO 2739
NAMIMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639
RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
NAMIMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | AF116333 | HORNED | RED | 11.02.2017

Selling full possession and 50% semen interest.
The challenge has always been about using the Akaushi genetics exported from Japan and configured in a fashion that would produce
a bull superior to Mitsushige ET. He was ranked Ranked #1 at the time the Akaushi’s were exported and he is a sire or grandsire to many
of the top Akaushi bulls used in Japan today. He is the legacy of Mitsutake #2 and ranks above Dai 5 Harutuma #4, Dai 10 Mitsumaru #6,
Namimaru #8 and Dai 3 Mitsumaru #12 all of which are all related to our original import.
If you take a deep look at Primetimes background you notice significant emphasis in the use of Mitsutake sons with additions of Namimaru and Rueshaw. By back breeding on this genetic line we have produced a bull that looks similar to Namimaru, carries a very deep red
color and is reminiscent of the foundation Akaushi like Rueshaw that predated the 1990's original imports.
LAG Primetime 2040E is a Big Al son of the legendary “Z” cow! This is your rare chance to get into the Z-cow line and Akiko maternal
line. He combines the proven performance of breed leader Big Al with Rueshaw’s outcross yet high perform- ance carcass and marbling
traits. This is an ideal sire to build a branded beef or value-added program around. He brings consistent carcass traits without sacrificing
performance on growth or maternal traits. His sire stack of Big Al x Rueshaw x Akiko is a close to original import Akiko as you will come!
This super sire will make an enormous impact on any herd and can jump you to the pinnacle of high performance Akaushi producers.

LAG Rueshaw’s XXX 2133F ET

8A

SEMEN ON LAG RUESHAW’S XXX 2133F ET

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | AF147209 | HORNED | RED | 11.03.2018

8B

SEMEN ON LAG RUESHAW’S XXX 2133F ET

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | AF147209 | HORNED | RED | 11.03.2018

SIRE:

DAM:

RUEMEI H39
RUESHAW 430
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND NIKKI DR S1029P
AKIKO

RYUEI H20
HARUMI H376
SOCHU H10
KIKUFUJI 1627
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
NAMAMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639

LOT 8A - Selling 5 units of LAG Rueshaw’s XXX 2133F ET semen.
LOT 8A - Selling 5 units of LAG Rueshaw’s XXX 2133F ET semen.
One of the top Rueshaw sons in the breed! His sire stack is an impressive Rueshaw x Shigemaru (Nikki) x Akiko. This is
complementary and outcross pedigree to most of the USA Akaushi population (No Big Al, Tamamaru, or Hikari). Rueshaw
semen is extremely rare and if found regularly sells for $4,000+ per straw! Secure genetics from one of his best sons now. LAG
RUESHAW'S XXX 2133F ET’s dam is none other than Heartbrand Nikki, a direct Shigemaru daughter from Akiko and famous in her own right. She has been a prolific donor dam having produced 99 registered progeny! Don’t miss this rare opportunity to get outcross genetics backed by the leading Akiko maternal line!

PAGE 13 –

WSI Umemaru

SOR M Hiromitsu 1090D

9A

SEMEN ON SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | EAF97439 | HORNED | RED | 01.01.2016

9B

SEMEN ON SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | EAF97439 | HORNED | RED | 01.01.2016

SIRE:

HIKARI
WSI UMEMARU
KAEDEMARU

DAM:

TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU 2
KAEDEMARU

– PAGE 14

DAI-JO 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
KAZUTOMO 1KYU 92958
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AI-SAN NAMIAKI NI
DAI-GO 5 TAMANAMI TOKKYU 96
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
DAI-SAN NAMIAKI NI

LOT 9A - Selling 5 units of SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D semen.
LOT 9B - Selling 5 units of SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D semen.
These embryos are sired by another elite Kaedemaru grandson, SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D (i.e. The Big Unit)! He was the Grand
Champion of the Houston Livestock show in 2017 & 2018, The Grand Champion of the National Western in 2018, and he also won the
prestigious PJ Budler Sponsored Word Championship in 2018. He is all bull all the time, and at 2400lbs stands guard over some of the
best Akaushi females in our entire herd.
From a conformation basis, he is superior in form to his sire WSI Umemaru who is known as one of the best marbling Akaushi sires
ever produced in North America. Mr. Hiromitsu’s dam is Kaedemaru #2, a Tamamaru daughter of Kaedemaru. Kaedemaru #2 is a transcendent cow and another hall of famer. Today, in our herd, we have many daughters produced by her, they are sired by Big Al, Kotsukari,
Umemaru, Heart Brand Red Emperor, Honjo and we have sold calves sired by HB 518, Shigemaru and Rueshaw to other breeders.
Recently one of her Shigemaru sons sold for $20,000, and all of her female calves have sold for excess of $15,000. Kaedemaru #2 is an
amazing cow and clearly one of our top. We have a video of her on YouTube, at 15 she still looked like a show cow. Check her out. As for
Mr Hiromitsu he is elite, his EPD’s for Weaning Weight, Yearling Weight, and Marbling are near the top, he’s an established show winner
and his absolute presence say it all.

Shigemaru

10A

SEMEN ON SHIGEMARU

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | AF110 | HORNED | LIGHT RED | 07.21.1993

10B

SEMEN ON SHIGEMARU

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI BULL | AF110 | HORNED | LIGHT RED | 07.21.1993

SIRE:

DAM:

SHIGENAMI KO 48
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI 2 TAMASHIGE KO 1842
DAI-JYUU 10 SHIGEKAWA KO 65
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
DAI-NI 2 AKIBARE 1KYU 53244

SHIGEMIYA 1KYU 78
HATSUTAMA KO 387
NAKAHORI KO 38
TAMAHANA 1KYU 19222
DAI 2 SHIGEKAWA KO 53
SOSHIGE KO 1287
DAI 3 SOSHOKU 1KYU 507
AKIBARE KO 758

LOT 10A - Selling 3 units of Shigemaru semen.
LOT 10B - Selling 3 units of Shigemaru semen.
ever own. He sires moderately sized females with extreme depth, width, and strength. They are excellent maternal traits
and will last turning into elite brood cows. Shigemaru has sired elite proven bulls including Heartbrand Joe, Heartbrand Raymond Reddington, Heartbrand Samsung, and Heart Brand Red Star.
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LAG 2238G

LAG 2238G

11
SIRE:

DAM:

– PAGE 16

HEARTBRAND KC S6386U
HEARTBRAND 5002C ET
HEARTBRAND C0311R

SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND C0062L
HEARTBRAND H0518E
HEARTBRAND B0311N
HEARTBRAND PARKER 2593A BIG AL
LAG 2023E
HEARTBRAND T0506N
HEARTBRAND B2259R
BIG AL
FUYUKO

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF151415 | HORNED | RED | 03.08.2019

Exposed 12.21.21 - 3.14.22 to Phoenix 1398F (AF126083) and 2324H (AF170425); estimated due date is December
2022.
Here is a cow sired by HEARTBRAND 5002C ET, contributing genetics of Shigemaru, Heartbrand H0518E, and Big
Al. Having H518E and Big Al stacked together on the top side of this pedigree you can breed with confidence in the carcass
potential of this cow. Her maternal side is backed by the elite genetics of the Fuyuko maternal line. The Fuyuko maternal line
has produced elite sires in the Heartbrand program including Heartbrand Joe & Terminator. Her dam’s genetics include
Heartbrand Parker (Big Al son), Big Al, and Fuyuko. This creates some slight line breeding in her pedigree to Big Al, an ideal
concentration of breed leading genetics!

LAG 2237G

LAG 2237G

12
SIRE:

DAM:

BIG AL
HEARTBRAND B0066M
HEARTBRAND S560GF

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AKIKO
SHIGEMARU
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
HEARTBRAND WEST COAST 6324B ET HEARTBRAND 9006X CAPTAIN RON
LAG 2020E
HEARTBRAND C5158S
HEARTBRAND B4686S
BIG AL
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 30

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF151413 | HORNED | RED | 02.18.2019

Exposed 12.21.21 - 3.14.22 to Phoenix 1398F (AF126083) and 2324H (AF170425); estimated due date is June 2022.
This cow is sire by HEARTBRAND B0066M, bringing Big Al, Shigemaru, and Marunami genetics on the top side
of her pedigree. Big Al is widely considered one of the best all-round proven sires in the Akaushi breed contributing marbling, ribeye area, growth, and maternals. Shigemaru x Marunami contributes a balance of growth and maternals with
excellent carcass ability. The bottom side of the pedigree here includes a nice sire stack of West Coast (Captain Ron son)
x Big Al x Fuyuko! The Fuyuko maternal line has produced elite sires in the Heartbrand program including Heartbrand
Joe & Terminator!

PAGE 17 –

Legendary 2414J

LEGENDARY 2414J

13
SIRE:

WSI UMEMARU
SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D
KAEDEMARU 2

DAM:

HEARTBRAND B0066M
LEGENDARY 1829F
SOR 1073C ET

– PAGE 18

HIKARI
KAEDEMARU
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
BIG AL
HEARTBRAND S560GF
RED EMPEROR
KAEDEMARU 2

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF216968 | HORNED | RED | 03.22.2021

Selling open and ready for breeding.
This heifer is a daughter of SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D, an elite line bred Kaedemaru maternal line sire! He is a WSI Umemaru
son, Umemaru is known as one of the best marbling Akaushi sires ever and a Hikari out of Kaedemaru. Mr Hiromitsu’s dam is
Kaedemaru 2, a Tamamaru daughter of Kaedemaru. He is line bred to Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76, one of the best proven bulls from
Japan, through Hikari and Kaedemaru. Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76 appears an astounding 3 times in his 3-generation pedigree!
The maternal side of her pedigree features heavy influence of Big Al and Red Emperor creating a strong base of carcass traits.
Tracing her maternal line further we find Kaedemaru 2 and Kaedemaru herself. This makes her a double bred Kaedemaru, concentrating the influence that has produced bulls such as WSI UMEMARU, , SOR HASTINGS 1066C ET, SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D, and LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE!

Legendary 2417J

LEGENDARY 2417J

14
SIRE:

DAM:

WSI UMEMARU
SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D
KAEDEMARU 2
SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND S3036R
AKIKO

HIKARI
KAEDEMARU
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
NAMIMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF216949 | HORNED | RED | 05.26.2021

Selling open and ready for breeding.
This heifer is a daughter of SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D, an elite line bred Kaedemaru maternal line sire! He is a WSI
Umemaru son, Umemaru is known as one of the best marbling Akaushi sires ever and a Hikari out of Kaedemaru. Mr
Hiromitsu’s dam is Kaedemaru 2, a Tamamaru daughter of Kaedemaru. He is line bred to Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76, one of
the best proven bulls from Japan, through Hikari and Kaedemaru. Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76 appears an astounding 3 times
in his 3-generation pedigree!
The bottom side of her pedigree features HEARTBRAND S3036R, a full sister to Heartbrand Red Star and Heartbrand
Nikki! Her breeding of Shigemaru x Akiko makes this heifer a rare direct granddaughter of Akiko. Akiko is known as one
of the best carcass traits females to have been exported from Japan. She is the dam of elite sires Big Al, Red Star, Kotsukari,
and Come and Take It! This is an ideal opportunity to get into the Akiko maternal line.
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Legendary 2410J

LEGENDARY 2410J

15
SIRE:

WSI UMEMARU
SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D
KAEDEMARU 2

DAM:

HEARTBRAND SAMSUNG S0947P
LAG 2098F ET
HEARTBRAND B1815P

– PAGE 20

HIKARI
KAEDEMARU
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
SHIGEMARU
HARUKO
BIG AL
FUYUKO

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF216962 | HORNED | RED | 04.12.2021

Selling open and ready for breeding.
A daughter of SOR Mr Hiromitsu 1090D, an elite line bred Kaedemaru maternal line sire! He is a WSI Umemaru son,
Umemaru is known as one of the best marbling Akaushi sires ever and a Hikari out of Kaedemaru. Mr Hiromitsu’s dam is
Kaedemaru 2, a Tamamaru daughter of Kaedemaru. He is line bred to Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76, one of the best proven bulls from
Japan, through Hikari and Kaedemaru. Dai 10 Mitsumaru 76 appears an astounding 3 times in his 3-generation pedigree!
The bottom side of her pedigree features Samsung as her maternal grandsire. He is the well-known and proven Shigemaru
son of original import Haruko. Samsung is a legend in the Heartbrand herd because of his incredible longevity. He has endured
one of the longest tenures as a herd bull in the HeartBrand herd to date. His impressive feet and leg design, fertility, and quality
of offspring has kept him breeding cows twice a year for over 10 years. Behind this we find a legendary mating of Big Al x
Fuyuko, creating an incredible foundation for this female.

1085

Legendary 2434J

LEGENDARY 2434J

16
SIRE:

DAM:

COME AND TAKE IT
LAG HIGHLANDER 2030E ET
HEARTBRAND BROOK B0445N
BIG AL
SOR 1085C ET
KAEDEMARU 2

HEARTBRAND H0518E
AKIKO
BIG AL
YAMATO 117 RINGO
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AKIKO
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF216971 | HORNED | RED | 05.26.2021

Selling open and ready for breeding.
Sired by LAG Highlander, a Come & Take It x Big Al x Ringo 117 son. This heifer contains linebred Akiko and
Marunami genetics on the top side. These are two of the premier original import females, who are both known for their
elite carcass traits. Her dam is SOR 1085C ET, a Big Al x Kaedemaru 2 contributing further Akaushi royalty to her pedigree. She is a rare member of the Kaedemaru maternal line, that has produced elite sires including WSI UMEMARU,
SOR HASTINGS 1066C ET, SOR MR HIROMITSU 1090D, and LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE!
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Legendary 2441J

LEGENDARY 2441J

17
SIRE:

HEARTBRAND JAKE H6369T
HEARTBRAND HARWOOD 2941A
HEARTBRAND P0384R

DAM:

HEARTBRAND 3440B
LAG 2206G
SOR 1087C

– PAGE 22

HIKARI
HEARTBRAND T1872P
HEARTBRAND C0334N
HEARTBRAND S0384N
HEARTBRAND CHARLIE C4037S
HEARTBRAND 9313X
RED EMPEROR
KAEDEMARU 2

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF208756 | HORNED | RED | 02.05.2021

Selling open and ready for breeding.
Sired by Harwood, a high performing, well-structured herd sire that is a grandson of Hikari and out of a very productive
dam. His pedigree brings blood from the famous cows Dai 8 Marunami and Akiko! Harwood is known as growth curve bender
for an Akaushi, featuring high spreads from birth to weaning.
Her dam is a granddaughter of Heartbrand Charlie and Red Emperor. She also hails from the Kaedemaru maternal line. The
Kaedemaru maternal line, that has produced elite sires including WSI UMEMARU, SOR HASTINGS 1066C ET, SOR MR
HIROMITSU 1090D, and LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE!

LAG 2098F ET

HeartBrand BB1815

LAG 2098F ET

18
SIRE:

DAM:

SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND SAMSUNG S0947P
HARUKO
BIG AL
HEARTBRAND B1815P
FUYKO

DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 30
DAI-NANA 7 KIKUHIME TOKKYU 6669
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AKIKO
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 30
SAKAE 1KYU 85689

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF149418 | HORNED | RED | 02.20.2018

LOT 18A - Fullblood Akaushi Heifer, born 02.09.2022, BW: 54 lbs.; possible sire LAG Alamo 04E (AF112621)
Here is a daughter of Samsung, he is the well-known and proven Shigemaru son of original import Haruko. Samsung
is a legend in the Heartbrand herd because of his incredible longevity. He has endured one of the longest tenures as a herd
bull in the HeartBrand herd to date. His impressive feet and leg design, fertility, and quality of offspring has kept him
breeding cows twice a year for over 10 years. Samsung daughters are ideal foundation females to build around! He is
mated ideally here on a Big Al daughter of Fuyuko. This brings all the complimentary carcass traits you will need on the
bottom side. Fuyuko is an elite original import, who family has produced successful bulls such as Joe and Terminator!
Bonus value, the heifer calf is likely sired by Alamo and may be more valuable than mom. This would make three
lines of Dai 3 Mitsumaru breed into the heifer, making her of unique value to your breeding program. Dai 3 is the sire
of Mitsushige ET who was ranked #1 in Japan at the time Akaushi were exported to the United States.
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Legendary 2102F

HeartBrand Samsung

LEGENDARY 2102F ET

19
SIRE:

SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND SAMSUNG S0947P
HARUKO

DAM:

BIG AL
HEARTBRAND B1815P
FUYUKO

– PAGE 24

SAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 30
DAI-NANA 7 KIKUHIME TOKKYU 6669
DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AKIKO
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU TOKKYU 30
SAKAE 1KYU 85689

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF218823 | HORNED | RED | 02.20.2018

LOT 19A - Fullblood Akaushi Bull, born 02.25.2022, BW: 89 lbs.; possible sire Alamo 04E (AF112621).
Here is a daughter of Samsung, he is the well-known and proven Shigemaru son of original import Haruko. Samsung is a
legend in the Heartbrand herd because of his incredible longevity. He has endured one of the longest tenures as a herd bull in
the HeartBrand herd to date. His impressive feet and leg design, fertility, and quality of offspring has kept him breeding cows
twice a year for over 10 years. Samsung daughters are ideal foundation females to build around! He is mated ideally here on a
Big Al daughter of Fuyuko. This brings all the complimentary carcass traits you will need on the bottom side. Fuyuko is an elite
original import, who family has produced successful bulls such as Joe and Terminator!
Bonus value, the heifer calf is likely sired by Alamo and may be more valuable than mom. This would make three lines of
Dai 3 Mitsumaru breed into the heifer, making her of unique value to your breeding program. Dai 3 is the sire of Mitsushige
ET who was ranked #1 in Japan at the time Akaushi were exported to the United States.

LAG 2212G

LAG 2212G

20
SIRE:

DAM:

BIG AL
LAG 1108D ET
KAEDEMARU 2
JUDO 1223
HEARTBRAND 3104A ET
HEARTBRAND Z1118P

DAI-JU 10 MITSUMARU KO 76
AKIKO
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
SHIGETAKARA H 40
SAKAE RK23331
RUESHAW 430
AKIKO

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF148608 | HORNED | RED | 05.19.2019

Selling open and ready for breeding.
This cow is sired by LAG 1108D, a Big Al x Kaedemaru 2. He brings consistent marbling and carcass traits from both
his sire Big Al and the Kaedemaru maternal line. The Kaedemaru maternal line has produced multiple elite AI and ET
sires. LAG 2289G’s dam has an incredible outcross pedigree and is a full sister to Heartbrand Jamie! Featuring both Judo
and Rueshaw, outcrosses to the three foundation bulls: Shigemaru, Tamamaru, and Hikari. She combines Judo’s rare outcross genetics, Rueshaw’s well-known marbling ability, and the maternal strength and longevity of the renowned “Z” Cow.
This cow brings outcross mating versatility united with the breed leading Akiko maternal line’s carcass quality strength
and consistency.
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LAG 2266HG ET

LAG 2266HG ET

21
SIRE:

DAI-GO 5 TAMANAMI TOKKYU 96
TAMAMARU
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI

DAM:

SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND S3036R
AKIKO

– PAGE 26

TAMANAMI KO 70
FUJIMITSU KO 2030
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU KO 71
DAI-HICHI 7 MARUNAMI TOK 14289
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
NAMIMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF178802 | HORNED | RED | 10.10.2019

Selling open.
A full sister to the last Tamamaru daughter! Tamamaru is the proven son of legendary original import Dai 8 Marunami.
He is known for his consistent ability to transmit elite level growth, stature, and conformation. This is a sale highlight female
as a direct maternal granddaughter of Akiko! She is an ideal combination of growth and maternals of Tamamaru and Shigemaru stacked on top of Akiko! Akiko is known as one of the best carcass traits females to have been exported from Japan.
She is the dam of elite proven sires Big Al, Red Star, Kotsukari, and Come and Take It! This is the cow to take home, put in
the front pasture and build a herd around!

LAG 2289G ET

LAG 2289G ET

22
SIRE:

DAM:

DAI-GO 5 TAMANAMI TOKKYU 96
TAMAMARU
DAI-HACHI 8 MARUNAMI
SHIGEMARU
HEARTBRAND S3036R
AKIKO

TAMANAMI KO 70
FUJIMITSU KO 2030
DAI-SAN 3 MITSUMARU KO 71
DAI-HICHI 7 MARUNAMI TOK 14289
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
NAMIMARU KO 74
MITSUKO TOKKYU 9639

FULLBLOOD AKAUSHI COW | AF178801 | HORNED | RED | 10.17.2019

Exposed 12.21.21 - 03.02.22 to HeartBrand Cuatro 04Y (AF20017); LAG Primetime 2040E (AF116333) or Legendary A5 2338H (AF 184317); estimated due date of September 2022.
Don’t miss this direct daughter of Tamamaru! Tamamaru is the proven son of legendary original import Dai 8
Marunami. He is known for his consistent ability to transmit elite level growth, stature, and conformation. This is a sale
highlight female as a direct maternal granddaughter of Akiko! She is an ideal combination of growth and maternals of
Tamamaru and Shigemaru stacked on top of Akiko! Akiko is known as one of the best carcass traits females to have been
exported from Japan. She is the dam of elite proven sires Big Al, Red Star, Kotsukari, and Come and Take It! This is the
cow to take home, put in the front pasture and build a herd around!
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